“Where natural food is raw food”
Distributed by 4 PAWS Training & Pet Services
www.4pawstraining.ca

RAW FEEDING – SO SIMPLE – SO HEALTHY
HOW MUCH TO FEED
The amount you need to feed depends on the age of your dog, their activity
level and whether their current weight is appropriate.
It is important to weigh raw food so you will know how much you are feeding
your dog each day. Your dog’s daily portion of food may be fed in single or
multiple meals.
TIP- calculate the weight of a daily portion for your dog, following the
guidelines below. Then weigh out that amount of food using a scale. Thereafter
you can “eye ball” the size of that portion and not have to weigh the food at
each feeding.

Active Dogs - 3% of the animals body weight
Non- active Dogs - 2% of the animals body weight
Puppies – 4- 5% of their body weight
What if I want my dog to gain or loose weight?
Calculate the weight you want your dog to change to e.g. go from 50 lbs to 45 lbs – then feed the
% recommend for your dog (per the guideline above) but calculated at the new weight. For
example – if you want your currently 50lb dog to loose 5 lbs- calculate his % on the basis of 45
lbs.

HANDLING & STORAGE TIPS
Thaw and serve as is DO NOT COOK- FOOD CONTAINS GROUND BONE
- keep frozen until ready to use- Thaw in refrigerator or microwave- if using microwave be careful not to
cook the food!
- Keep raw food separate from other foods
- Wash working surfaces, utensils with hot soapy water
- Refrigerate leftovers immediately – or discard
TIP- I feed our 4.8 lb packages. I remove the packaging and thaw them in an
8x8 glass container. Once thawed- I feed the serving size as needed and
refrigerate the remainder in the dish. It is easier and tidier to store than in the
packaging and spooning out the next serving is easy to do!

MENU PLAN
BASIC DIET
Mountain Dog Food is formulated to comprise the BASIC Daily Diet for your dog.
It is recommend that you alternate between the MDF chicken and turkey blend
formulations to ensure your dog has variety in their basic diet.

SUPPLEMENTING THE BASIC DIET
In addition to the basic MDF meals your dog’s diet needs to include the
following:
- ORGAN MEAT (liver, heart, kidney- to max of 10% of the weekly diet)
- RAW MEATY BONES (chicken backs, necks, turkey necks) – to ensure
clean teeth and gums, and a balanced diet
- Omega 3 supplement (fed daily- mammal based Omega 3 is best!)
Additionally, food such as raw eggs, cottage cheese & yogurt are great diet
boosters

SUGGESTED WEEKLY MENU
The following weekly menu plan is designed to help you get started on RAW
FEEDING using MDF as the basis of a well balanced diet for your dog.

Daily

MDF chicken or turkey blend – alternate every few days

Daily
Omega 3 under 50 lb ¼ tsp, over 50 lbs ½ tsp
- feed mammal based product such as AUUM Omega 3 - available through
4 PAWS Training
Every
2 days

Raw Eggs

Every
Raw bones (chicken backs, chicken necks, chicken wings)
2 -3 days
Weekly
Organ Meats- liver, or heart or kidney
- in lieu of regular meal OR as ½ a meal – if feeding multiple meals/day
Weekly

Yogurt, cottage cheese, cheese- can also feed as treats

FOR ADDITIONAL HELP OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
Call or E-mail Lorraine Wilson
lwilson@4pawstraining.ca
(905) 773-1123
www.4pawstraining.ca ASK ABOUT OUR FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

